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Why you should v�e for me
Diversity Officer candidate

Hi there! So if you’re here I’m assuming that you already read my bio (if not, do it, I can’t be

bothered to write everything again here). Just a quick summary: I’m an 18-year-old Spanish

and Chinese pianist, in my first year at RNCM.

Here I am going to explain and expand my ideas, aimings and campaign. Thanks for taking

the time to read me!



First of all, let’s get a bit personal

So, I know that no one has asked, but I’m going to tell you a bit more about myself because

I’m the kind of person that reads all the packaging of the product before buying it.

Some cool stuff about me

Apart from being a pianist and teacher (I started teaching piano when I was 15 and

somehow I’m still managing), I’m also a photographer and writer (and also a travelling lover,

but corona kind of killed that for the moment). I’m also really bad at music theory :(

When I was 16 I published a book where I participated with a few other poets (also the

benefits were all donated to cancer associations, big whoop). I wrote things I was

passionate about, like racism and the empowerment of women.

I also started doing photoshoots recently, and I feel like it’s such a wonderful hobby to

have. What I find really sad about this is, three girls I have been working with have already

been catcalled while we were in the middle of a photoshoot. This was in the past month.

One of them happened this afternoon, as I am writing this.

My point is, no matter what we do, injustices and discrimination will always follow us

around.

Some not so cool stuff about me

I was born and raised in Spain (more concretely Valencia, best city in the world) but my

parents are Chinese. Now, this is where it gets interesting. Ever since I was a kid, I have

received so many mocks and harassment just because I looked asian. Then again, in China

everyone would also consider me a foreigner. I spent many years trying to figure out where

I belonged (It also got even more complicated after I moved to England), and it was difficult

to understand that I wasn’t the problem, racism was. I cannot describe the anger and

impotence I am feeling while typing this. People have harassed me in the middle of the

street, during the day, surrounded by others. And they have also harassed me just because

I’m a woman. And those situations happened SO MANY TIMES. Why do some people think

that inequality doesn’t exist anymore in Western Society?
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But anyways… that got a bit too intense. What I’m trying to say is, definitely so many people

have had similar experiences to mine, it makes me incredibly sad. And I am running for

Diversity Officer because I want to be their voice. And not only to support people

discriminated against because of their gender and ethnicity, but also because of their

sexual orientation, religion or disability.

My ideas and initiatives

Now, to the important part. What would I do and change if I got elected as Diversity Officer

next year:

Being even more inclusive

Even though previous work on diversity projects have been fantastic and have helped a lot,

I feel like the religion and disability minorities are always the odd ones out. My proposal,

apart from obviously fighting against the discrimination against all the other minorities,

would be to also raise awareness and give more representation to these two communities.

This would include academic initiatives, such as events and workshops to educate about

music of other religions, and incredible musicians that have different types of mental and

physical disabilities.

Fighting for ethnic equality

Another one of my strong points is tackling racism. Last year we managed to empower

wonderful movements such as #BlackLivesMatter and #StopAsianHate, and I feel so

incredibly proud of the progress our society has made. Before, I felt like racism towards

asians was hugely disregarded, and it was amazing to feel represented after all those years.

If I got elected as next year’s Diversity Officer I would completely continue to support these

causes, and any other movements that fight for the equality of ethnic minorities.

Diversity is the key

As per social events, my proposal would be to organize social gatherings and parties with

the main focus on getting people more mixed (once COVID-19 isn’t a problem anymore). I

am sure we can all agree that usually the different groups of people in RNCM feel
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segregated, as in, they will usually only gather with people from their own culture. I believe

that the more different people we meet, the more of a personal growth we all have. So,

organizing events to encourage that combination of cultures would be beneficial for

everyone.

Spreading support

About LGBTQ+, I obviously am a total and complete supporter. I will continue to voice and

raise awareness about how important it is to accept everyone for who they truly are. I will

definitely have zero tolerance towards acts of discrimination against this collective. It would

be also an incredible opportunity to introduce initiatives of important LGBT musicians and

composers.

Always supporting each �her

Online initiatives would include creating a chat or forum dedicated for sharing experiences

and supporting each other. I am an advocate for online campaigns and creating more ways

of helping people.

If you have reached this far…

Thank you so much for reading me! This is about it. Of course, I will try my hardest this

week and do my best to convince you ;) Please consider voting and feel free to ask any

question you may have! I will always have time for a little chat.

There isn’t a lot more to say. But anyways, the moral of this story is:

discriminating against people is weird.
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